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Abstract — A service-oriented application is composed of several web services to provide complex functionality that a single web service cannot provide. A set of services along with their control flows can be frequently used in multiple applications. Such services form a service composition pattern which is well tested in the numerous adoptions. Reusing service composition patterns in service composition provides an efficient way to improve the quality of new applications. To facilitate the documentation of service composition patterns, we propose an approach to automatically recognize service composition patterns from various applications. We identify service composition patterns by locating a set of associated services commonly used by different applications and recovering the control flows among the set of associated services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A service-oriented application is composed of multiple web services to provide complex functionality that a single web service cannot provide [1]. Traditionally, applications are individually deployed on the service providers’ infrastructure. With the increasing uses of “Platform as a service” paradigm, which provides a centralized runtime execution environment, more and more service-oriented applications are deployed on centralized runtime execution environments, such as Microsoft Azure Services Platform [7]. In comparison with the traditional deployment model, “Platform as a service” paradigm can reduce the cost and complexity of managing the underlying hardware and software. Such a paradigm facilitates the monitoring of services-oriented applications to obtain the execution logs.

In the SOA application domain, different service-oriented applications can be composed to fulfill the similar functional requirements from various organizations. For example, in the travel agency domain, a travel reservation application may contain a web service to reserve tickets for sports events in the destination. Another travel reservation application may offer a web service to search for local restaurants. Variations exist in the two applications. However, most of travel reservation applications deliver common functionality, such as booking transportation and accommodation. The set of web services that deliver such common functionality along with the control flows among them can be identified as a service composition pattern and be reused to compose applications.

In general, a service composition pattern consists of a set of web services and their control flows (e.g., sequential order, parallel order). The set of web services contained in a pattern is frequently executed together by service-oriented applications. The service composition patterns are well tested by large amount of adoptions to reflect the best practices. Therefore, an application composed by reusing patterns potentially has better quality. Moreover, the patterns can be used to optimize the allocation of maintenance personnel and resources. Web services involved in a pattern are more heavily used than those that are not. Thus the service providers can allocate more resources to maintain and improve the services used in the patterns.

To facilitate the documentation and reuse of service composition patterns, a great research effort has been devoted to identifying service composition patterns using top-down and bottom-up approaches. In the top-down approach [8], the business process management architect reviews the business processes from different organizations to identify patterns. Although the identified pattern indicates commonalities between business processes, the pattern may not have been frequently used in practices. In the bottom-up approaches [2][3][4][5][6], the execution logs of applications are analyzed to mine business processes. However, the existing research focuses on recovering the control flows of a single business process without extracting patterns shared among multiple business processes and applications.

To identify patterns frequently used in practices, we present an approach that extends existing bottom-up approaches to mine service composition patterns from execution logs of service-oriented applications. Instead of recovering a single business process from the logs, we identify the frequently executed pattern used by multiple service-oriented applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our approach of identifying service composition patterns. Section III concludes the paper and explores the future work.

II. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

Figure 1 gives an overview of our approach which is broken down into three major steps: (1) collect and preprocess execution logs; (2) identify a set of associated web services that are frequently executed together; and (3) recover the control flows among these services.
Figure 1 Overview of Our Approach

Pre-processing execution logs: Once a service-oriented application is deployed in a runtime execution environment, the application can be executed in many execution instances. Each execution instance is uniquely identified with an identifier (i.e., id). Execution instances from different applications may co-exist. In each execution instance, events can be triggered. We record the triggered events in the log. An execution log contains different types of events, such as resource adapter events which record the interaction between the service-oriented application and a legacy system, business rule events that track the runtime status of business rules, and service invocation events which indicate the timeline of a web service execution. We are interested in service invocation events. In particular, an ENTRY event is triggered when a service is invoked. An EXIT event occurs when a service completes the computation and returns results. Each event is recorded with the time of triggering, the name of the service which triggers the event, and the id of the execution instance. We process the logs to filter out events of other types.

Identifying frequently associated web services: Each execution instance invokes a set of services. To detect a service composition pattern, we find a set of associated services that frequently appear together in many execution instances. Such frequently associated services form the service set for a service composition pattern (i.e., pattern service set). The number of services in a service composition pattern is important. A service composition pattern contains at least four frequently associated services. A service composition pattern with very few services (e.g., two services) may provide incomplete functionality with minimal value for reuse. We generate candidate service set and select the one with highest frequency as the pattern service set.

Recovering the control flow among the services identified as a pattern: The control flows among services would make the patterns more structured to ease the reuse of a pattern as an independent component in service composition. To recover the control flow of a pattern, we use the execution instances that contain the pattern. Such execution instances may also contain services not in the pattern. We disregard such services. Hence, for each of these execution instances, we identify the execution flow among the services in the pattern. We combine execution flows from all execution instances to obtain the overall execution flows of the service composition pattern. We further infer the control flow structures (e.g., sequence structure, parallel structure) from the overall execution flows.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present an approach for identifying service composition patterns from execution logs. To identify a pattern, we find a set of web services frequently executed together along with their control flows. Our approach facilitates the documentation and reuse of service composition patterns. Such patterns can improve the productivity of SOA developers. In the future, we plan to verify our approach using a case study which identify pattern from the execution logs.
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